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Text heavily drawn from Text heavily drawn from 
PolpackPolpack StarlinkStarlink manual manual 
by Berry & Gledhillby Berry & Gledhill
Longevity is akin to that Longevity is akin to that 
of IRAFof IRAF

Both Both StarlinkStarlink & IRAF now & IRAF now 
observatory supported observatory supported 
(UKIRT & Gemini (UKIRT & Gemini 
respectively)respectively)

Polarizing ComponentsPolarizing Components

Same as imaging, but withSame as imaging, but with
Half wave retarderHalf wave retarder
•• Sometimes called a half wave plate (HWP)Sometimes called a half wave plate (HWP)

Focal plane maskFocal plane mask
Polarimetric Polarimetric analyseranalyser
•• For CanariCam a Wollaston prismFor CanariCam a Wollaston prism

MIR Polarizing Mechanisms:  MIR Polarizing Mechanisms:  
DichroismDichroism & Scattering& Scattering

Scattering of radiation polarizes light perpendicular to Scattering of radiation polarizes light perpendicular to 
the photonthe photon’’s last direction of flights last direction of flight

Can scatter from dustCan scatter from dust……
•• Strong colorStrong color

……or electronsor electrons
•• Wavelength invariantWavelength invariant

Dichroic polarization is the passage of light through Dichroic polarization is the passage of light through 
aligned dust grainsaligned dust grains

Transmitted & emitted Transmitted & emitted dichroismdichroism indicatesindicates
dust temperature structuredust temperature structure

Wollaston PrismWollaston Prism
The heart of the polarimeter is the analyser
Splits incoming partially plane polarized light up into two 
beams

1st beam (called the ordinary, or O ray) contains the component 
of the incoming light which is polarized parallel to the axis of the 
analyser
2nd beam (called the extraordinary, or E ray) contains the 
component of the incoming light which is polarized orthogonally 
to the axis of the analyser

Both beams are recorded simultaneously on an array
Advantage of this system over a single-beam instrument 
(in which only one state of polarization is recorded on a 
given exposure), is that variations in sky background & 
transparency between exposures affect both states of 
polarization equally, and so can be eliminated
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ResultResult
In an imaging polarimeter, the two beams form two 
images on the detector, displaced by a distance 
determined by the design of the instrument

Both images represent the same area of the sky
A focal plane mask is used to prevent any overlap between the 
two images

For CanariCam, the focal plane mask is a series of 
parallel, equally spaced bars in the focal plane of the 
telescope
Instrument designed so that the displacement between 
the two images formed by the O and E rays is 
perpendicular to the bars, and equal in size to the width 
of a bar

Thus, the two images form two inter-leaving sets of bars

CanariCam Pinhole Grid ImageCanariCam Pinhole Grid Image

Chromatic Polarimetric DispersionChromatic Polarimetric Dispersion

Wollaston is a 
transmissive optic

Chromatic variation of 
polarimetric dispersion

Should be aware of this 
for both imaging- and 
spectro-polarimetry

Imaging as IQ degradation 
for large band pass filters 
polarimetric dispersion 
differs vs. λ

SpectroSpectro as extraction is as extraction is 
curvedcurved

Normalised Dispersion vs. Wavelength
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Image QualityImage Quality
Ordinary ray
7.5, 10.5 & 13.5 µm
Strehl ratio = 81%

Ordinary ray
10.5 µm
Strehl ratio = 98%

IQ degradation 
present and 
measurable, 
especially in N 
filter
But combination But combination 
of seeing, of seeing, 
tracking, tracking, 
telescope IQ telescope IQ 
likely to provide likely to provide 
dominant dominant 
degradationdegradation

Need for the HWPNeed for the HWP
If the incoming light is only partially polarized, then at least two 
exposures are required to estimate both the degree and the 
orientation of the polarization, each exposure recording the intensity 
in two orthogonal states of polarization as described above
The analyser axis is rotated in steps of 45 degrees between these 
exposures
In practice, physically rotating the analyser would result in the 
displacement between the O and the E ray images also rotating

This would cause the images to overlap on the detector and would
make the data reduction process much harder (if not impossible)

For this reason, the analyser is usually left in a fixed position, and 
the plane of polarization of the incoming light is rotated instead

Achieved by placing a half-wave plate in front of the analyser, and 
rotating it in steps of 22.5◦, resulting in a rotation of the plane of 
polarization of 45◦. 

Using this scheme the positions of the O and E ray images on the
detector are unchanged
The orientation of the plane of polarization of the incoming light is 
measured relative to a fixed “reference” direction

Observational ProcedureObservational Procedure
At least two exposures are required to estimate the 
degree and orientation of the polarization, taken with 
half-wave plate positions of 0◦ and 22.5◦

For ease of reference, these exposures are referred to here as 
T0 and T22.5

The O and E ray images in T0 measure the intensities 
parallel and perpendicular to the reference direction
T22.5 has an effective analyser angle of 45◦ (twice the 
half-wave plate angle) and so measures the intensities at 
angles of 45◦ and 135◦ to the reference direction

Usually, a further two exposures are taken at half-wave plate 
positions of 45◦ and 67.5◦ (referred to here as exposures T45 
and T67.5)
These provide some redundancy in the data and enable internal 
consistency checks to be made during the data reduction stage
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Flat FieldsFlat Fields

Not likely to be need at MIR due to Not likely to be need at MIR due to 
chop/noddingchop/nodding

To be confirmed during commissioningTo be confirmed during commissioning……

Polarimetric EfficiencyPolarimetric Efficiency

Max polarization Max polarization 
measured at ~98% measured at ~98% 
for a 100% for a 100% 
polarized sourcepolarized source
HWP is truly HWP is truly ½½
wave at one wave at one λλ onlyonly

Other Other λλλλ show show 
different amount of different amount of 
retardanceretardance
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Efficency: Theory
Efficency: Real

Schematic ExampleSchematic Example

Polarimetric Data ReductionPolarimetric Data Reduction

Perform standard chopPerform standard chop--nod image nod image 
correctioncorrection

Unclear at present how many HWP PAs are Unclear at present how many HWP PAs are 
best within a nodbest within a nod
Commissioning tasksCommissioning tasks
WeWe’’re the 1re the 1stst MIR dualMIR dual--beam polarimeterbeam polarimeter……

But do not But do not ‘‘stackstack’’ the imagesthe images
Leave them as numerous set of individual Leave them as numerous set of individual 
images at the 4 HWP PAsimages at the 4 HWP PAs

Extract the O and E raysExtract the O and E rays
Each exposure 
contains two images 
of the same area of 
the sky: the O and 
the E ray images
Once any detector 
corrections have 
been applied, these 
images need to be 
identified and 
extracted into two 
separate arrays for 
further processing
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Image AlignmentImage Alignment

The arrays holding the extracted O and E 
ray images now need to be aligned so that 
the same pixel in each array corresponds 
to the same position on the sky
This can usually be achieved by aligning 
stars within the array
Critical step – if not aligned well, spurious 
polarizations can occur

Simulated Misaligned Simulated Misaligned 
Polarimetric ImagePolarimetric Image

Very high degree of polarizationVery high degree of polarization
Vectors show very strong discontinuitiesVectors show very strong discontinuities

Estimate of the Stokes ParametersEstimate of the Stokes Parameters

The Stokes parameters I, Q and U are all 
measures of intensity, and together provide a 
useful description of the polarization of the 
object being studied
Since I, Q and U all have the same units, this 
description is generally easier to use than the 
more obvious description given by the degree of 
polarization and the orientation of the plane of 
polarization
The output from this stage of the reduction 
process is a Stokes vector (i.e. a set of I, Q and 
U values) for each measured pixel on the sky

Binning of the Stokes ParametersBinning of the Stokes Parameters

One consequence of the fact that the 
Stokes parameters I, Q and U are all 
measures of intensity, is that they can be 
binned spatially
This not only produces less confusing 
polarization maps (due to the reduced 
number of measurements), but also 
improves the signal-to-noise ratio

Degree and PA of PolarizationDegree and PA of Polarization
The use of Stokes parameters to 
describe polarization has 
mathematical advantages, but is 
difficult to represent in a graphical 
manner
Polarization is usually described by

Degree of polarization, p, (i.e. the ratio of 
polarized to total intensity)
Orientation of the plane of polarization, θ. 
Note, θ is the angle between the plane of 
polarization and the reference direction of 
the polarimeter

• To convert this to a position angle on the 
sky, the position angle of the reference 
direction must be known

The simplest way to derive these 
parameters from the Stokes 
parameters is…

10µm
9.7µm

LumsdenLumsden et al. (1999)et al. (1999)
7 hours on7 hours on--sourcesource

Packham et al. (2007)Packham et al. (2007)
148 seconds on148 seconds on--sourcesource
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Easy!!!Easy!!!

‘‘MechanicalMechanical’’ process, but very sensitive to process, but very sensitive to 
*any* errors*any* errors
PolpackPolpack ((StarlinkStarlink) makes ) makes 
it very easyit very easy

Also Also ‘‘fitsfits’’ to the sinusoidal to the sinusoidal 
polarization signature, not polarization signature, not 
just measures itjust measures it

PolpackPolpack

Starting Starting PolpackPolpack

Must have Must have StarlinkStarlink software installedsoftware installed
StarlinkStarlink software works on .software works on .sdfsdf files, not files, not 
.fits.fits

Use of convert (from Use of convert (from StarlinkStarlink) can convert on) can convert on--
thethe--fly or can convert to and from .fly or can convert to and from .sdfsdf filesfiles

POLIMPPOLIMP
POLPACK needs to know certain items of header 
information about each of the supplied data files

Half-wave plate position
Orientation of the reference direction, etc.

Different instruments may store this information in 
different ways

POLPACK includes an application which finds the required items 
of information and stores them away in a standard place within 
the data file from where the other POLPACK applications can 
extract them when needed

This standard place is known as the “POLPACK 
extension”
The process of copying this information from its original, 
instrument specific location, into the POLPACK 
extension is known as “importing” the data, and is 
performed by the POLIMP application, or the POLEXT 
application (if you have no FITS headers available)

POLIMPPOLIMP
You tell POLIMP where to find each required item of 
information by supplying it with a “control table”

Text file containing a line for each item of information to be 
imported into the POLPACK extension
Each such item has a name by which other POLPACK 
applications refer to it 

As well as the name of a POLPACK extension item, 
each line of the control table should contain a description 
of where to obtained the corresponding value
Description given in terms of FITS keywords

For instance, the line…
• WPLATE HWPANG

…tells POLIMP to find the value of the FITS keyword HWPANG 
and store it as item “WPLATE” in the POLPACK extension

POLEXTPOLEXT

When necessary information not in When necessary information not in 
headers, can use POLEXT to do this headers, can use POLEXT to do this 
manuallymanually
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POLKAPOLKA

Allows user to Allows user to ‘‘cutcut--
outout’’ o and e ray boxeso and e ray boxes
Uses features to Uses features to 
centroidcentroid and shiftand shift
Allows user to perform Allows user to perform 
the above on large the above on large 
amount of data, amount of data, 
automaticallyautomatically

Output is I, Q and U Output is I, Q and U 
images images 

POLVECPOLVEC

Converts an I, Q, U file into an I file with Converts an I, Q, U file into an I file with 
polarization vectors overpolarization vectors over--plottedplotted
Can use POLBIN to binCan use POLBIN to bin--up the polarization up the polarization 
vectorsvectors
Best manner of displayBest manner of display
is via is via StarlinkStarlink & & ESOESO’’ss
wonderful GAIA displaywonderful GAIA display
tooltool

Use the Use the ““PolarimetryPolarimetry
ToolboxToolbox”” in GAIAin GAIA

Polarimetry UsagePolarimetry Usage
Michelle polarimetry shows Michelle polarimetry shows 
a healthy demanda healthy demand
Simple data collection and Simple data collection and 
reduction particularly reduction particularly 
important for polarimetersimportant for polarimeters
Data collection & reduction Data collection & reduction 
as simple as possible to as simple as possible to 
broaden community appeal broaden community appeal 

Designed with ease of use as Designed with ease of use as 
a key parametera key parameter

Michelle Polarimetry: 2007A

Spectroscopy
33%

Polarimetry
28%

Imaging
39%

Lab DataLab Data

No onNo on--sky data availablesky data available
Only data available is single beam from Only data available is single beam from 
Gemini NorthGemini North

Hence will use lab data from CanariCamHence will use lab data from CanariCam
But not very interesting, nor do we have But not very interesting, nor do we have 
‘‘sourcessources’’
Data taken of a 100% polarized source (wire Data taken of a 100% polarized source (wire 
grid polarizer)grid polarizer)

Rough GuideRough Guide
Start Start StarlinkStarlink with with polpackpolpack, kappa, convert , kappa, convert 
loadedloaded
Use Use polextpolext to input the HWP PA to input the HWP PA –– do this by do this by 
polextpolext wplatewplate=X=X
Next start POLKA, and identify the e and o ray Next start POLKA, and identify the e and o ray 
features, as well as the box to be extracted features, as well as the box to be extracted 
polarimetriclypolarimetricly
Run Run polvecpolvec promptprompt
Finish using Finish using gaiagaia to display the total intensity to display the total intensity 
image and display the vectorsimage and display the vectors


